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Introduction

Airway surgery presents a unique situation in anesthesia 
where the anesthesiologist must share the airway in a highly 
coordinated fashion with the surgeon. Anesthesiologists 

must balance two major goals: minimizing obstruction 

of the surgical field while maintaining oxygenation and 

ventilation of the patient. More importantly, the anesthetic 

plan must be tailored to meet the challenges of managing 
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a critical airway preoperatively, a disrupted airway 
intraoperatively, and a tenuous airway postoperatively. 

Half a century ago, prior to the advent of double-
lumen tubes (DLTs) and modern anesthetic agents, many 
airway surgeries were performed with topical anesthesia 
and patients spontaneously breathing inhalational agents 
for fear of losing the airway. With the advancement of 
surgical techniques and seminal works by Hermes Grillo 
and other pioneers, most airway surgery nowadays can 
be safely performed under general anesthesia with a 
secured airway and muscle relaxation which provide a 
stable and quiet surgical environment. Depending on the 
nature of the lesion, a variety of airway and anesthetic 
management options have been developed ranging from 
cross-field ventilation to endobronchial intubation to jet 
ventilation. With the rapid progress of minimally invasive 
and robotic techniques during the past decade, there has 
been a rekindled interest in performing operations under 
nonintubated techniques to avoid instrumenting airways. 
Accumulation of experience with extracorporeal support 
has further opened a new avenue to perform surgery in 
previously inoperable patients. 

This article will present a comprehensive and in-depth 
review of the available literature and evidence for all of the 
aforementioned different airway techniques and anesthetic 
methods and their applications for a variety of airway 
operations. This narrative overview particularly emphasizes 
the most recent developments of airway management 
from non-intubated techniques to extracorporeal support. 
Due to the heterogeneity of patients and local expertise, 
it is imprudent to make recommendations of airway 
management for every type of airway operation, and 
ultimately the choice of airway and anesthetic technique 
depends on the individual patient’s comorbidities and the 
surgery to be undertaken. It bears remembering that no 
matter the methods chosen, it is always critical to maintain 
close communication with the surgeon and collaboratively 
determine the most appropriate approach for the patient 
and procedure. 

We present the following article in accordance with the 
Narrative Review reporting checklist (available at https://
dx.doi.org/10.21037/tlcr-21-917).

Methods

We identified key published articles using the PubMed and 
Ovid databases and Google Scholar, published in English 
without time limitations up to October 2021. The search 

was conducted using combinations of terms: airway surgery, 
tracheal surgery, carinal surgery, nonintubated thoracic 
surgery, jet ventilation, and extracorporeal membrane 
oxygenation. We also performed secondary review of 
bibliographies of several key meta-analyses. 

Cross-field ventilation

The easiest way to maintain ventilation in patients with 
a disrupted airway is to re-establish an airway via an 
endotracheal or endobronchial tube that is inserted into the 
distal airway by surgeons under direct visualization. This 
technique was initially described in an experimental model 
of tracheal surgery and later brought to clinical application 
in the 1950s to 1960s (1-3). The method was refined by 
Grillo et al. in tracheal surgery and quickly disseminated 
across the world (4). To this day, 93% of peer-reviewed 
publications on tracheal surgery over the past half-century 
utilize cross-field ventilation with intermittent apnea for 
airway management (5).

Cross-field ventilation is simple to set up and does 
not require special equipment. The technique can be 
relatively easily adopted to provide a secure airway for 
most airway operations. The patient is intubated with an 
appropriately size endotracheal tube (ETT) in standard 
fashion by the anesthesiologist. Serial airway dilation by 
rigid bronchoscope or balloon may be required for airway 
stenosis to accommodate the ETT. Once the airway is 
opened by the surgeon, the orotracheal tube is withdrawn 
into the proximal airway, and a sterile endotracheal or 
endobronchial tube can be placed within the distal airway 
and is connected to sterile ventilation circuit. The circuit 
is passed from the surgical field to the anesthesia team 
and ventilation can be resumed. The operation can be 
carried out by working around the sterile endotracheal or 
endobronchial tube. Intermittent apnea may be necessary 
if the airway device needs to be removed for better surgical 
exposure. The technique requires a patient who can 
physiologically tolerate periods of apnea and extensive 
communication between the anesthesiologist and surgeon 
to coordinate the timing of ventilation versus apnea. 
During periods of ventilation, hyperventilation should be 
considered to support the apneic periods. 

Once the reconstruction is almost complete and sutures 
are in place and ready to be tightened, the anesthesiologist 
assists the surgeon in advancing the orotracheal tube distal 
to the suture line and ventilation can resume orotracheally 
and the cross-field circuit is removed. The technique has 
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proven to be invaluable in airway surgery (5). It provides 
secured positive-pressure ventilation and protection from 
aspiration. However, the surgical time can be prolonged 
due to obstruction of the surgical field by the airway device. 
Intermittent apnea can result in fluctuation of oxygen and 
carbon dioxide levels in patients. Certain airway surgeries 
may not be amenable to cross-field ventilation as it is 
contingent upon lesion size and location. Nevertheless, 
with appropriate patient selection and close communication 
between the surgical and anesthesia teams, cross-field 
ventilation has been utilized in over a thousand patients 
undergoing tracheal surgery at our center without issues (6). 

Jet ventilation

In 1738, Daniel Bernoulli demonstrated the relationship 
of the pressure of a fluid with its speed, showing that with 
increased fluid speed, the pressure of the fluid decreased (7).  
The principle became the foundation for the early 
development of jet ventilation. In 1967, Douglas Sanders 
first described a new ventilation technique through the 
rigid bronchoscope in an open airway in which an activating 
toggle switched attached to an oxygen source delivered a 
jet of oxygen inside the lumen of a bronchoscope into the 
trachea via a variable pressure-reducing valve (8). In the 
late 1970s, Klain and Smith introduced high-frequency jet 
ventilation (HFJV) which was able to deliver jet flows at 60 
to 100 cycles per minute (9). 

In principle, jet ventilation applies a gas mixture under 
high pressure through a small-caliber, noncompliant catheter 
into the airway which is open to ambient air (10). Today, low-
frequency jet ventilation (LFJV) delivers jet flows at rate up 
to 20 cycles per minute, while HFJV performs at rate of 100 
to 400 cycles per minute. Oxygenation and ventilation are 
determined by driving pressure, frequency, inspiratory time, 
and delivered fraction of inspired oxygen (10). During LFJV, 
air movement is conducted by convective flow from jet flow 
and air entrainment which leads to lung expansion and chest 
rise (11). The mechanism of HFJV is more complex and may 
involve Taylor dispersion, convective dispersion, molecular 
diffusion, cardiogenic mixing, pendelluft, and bulk flow (12). 

Because jet ventilation does not mandate an airtight 
connection between the airway and ventilation, it holds 
unique advantages in airway surgery. Ventilation can be 
maintained when the airway is open during operations 
and both LFJV and HFJV have been applied in airway 
surgery. The small caliber catheter provides surgeons 
with better exposure and minimizes the need of repeated 

instrumentation of the distal airway (5,13). The low mean 
airway pressure and small tidal volumes from HFJV result 
in minimal lung movement, providing a motionless lung 
that facilitates operations, in particularly for treating 
bronchopleural fistulas and tracheobronchial disruption. 
For distal airway surgery that requires one-lung ventilation 
(OLV), HFJV has been used to treat refractory hypoxemia 
during lung isolation when delivered to the nondependent 
operative lung through a DLT, bronchial blocker, or airway 
exchange catheter (14). 

During jet ventilation, inspiration and insufflation 
are an active process via the jet of pulsed breaths and 
expiration is passive around the jet catheter tip. The 
intrinsic problem of jet ventilation is the risk of air trapping, 
auto-positive end-expiratory pressure, and barotrauma, 
which can be aggravated by airway stenosis (15-17). This 
requires the anesthesia team carefully titrate parameters 
including inspiratory or driving pressure, frequency, and 
inspiration time. Upper airway obstruction interferes 
with the passive exhalation and increases the risk of 
barotrauma; thus, patients with morbid obesity and poor 
pulmonary compliance are not ideal candidates for LFJV. 
Other complications of jet ventilation include necrotizing 
tracheobronchitis, defoliating tumor cells, desiccation, 
hypothermia, inadequate ventilation with hypoxia and 
hypercapnia—especially in patients with low pulmonary 
and chest wall compliance—or jet flow not in alignment 
with the tracheobronchial tree (10,11,18). Commercially 
available jet ventilators with built-in monitoring of airway 
pressure and familiarity of anesthesia providers with jet 
ventilation can ensure its safe usage (10). 

Multiple catheters have been used for jet ventilation. 
Catheters need to be kink resistant with a small hole that 
allows jet flow. Laserjet and Hunsaker have been used 
extensively at our institution for tracheal surgery. There is 
no specially designed endobronchial jet catheter. Airway 
exchange catheters, bronchial blockers, and suction 
catheters have all been maneuvered into the trachea and 
main bronchus to allow for jet ventilation (19-23). Catheters 
can either be placed directly in the airway or placed through 
an ETT or laryngeal mask airway (LMA). The position 
of the jet catheter can be assisted and confirmed with a 
fiberoptic scope. When the airway is open, the surgeon can 
verify and adjust the location of the jet catheter or place 
the jet catheter in a retrograde fashion (24). It should be 
noted that if the jet catheter does not contain an anchoring 
device such as a balloon or basket, it can be challenging to 
maintain the catheter in a stable position during the surgery 
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and prevent direct jet flow to mucosa that can cause injury. 

Nonintubated spontaneous breathing

On October 16th, 1846, William Morton made the first 
public presentation of anesthetizing a patient for neck 
surgery at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) with 
inhalation of ether (25). Until the early twentieth century, 
most surgery was performed with patients spontaneously 
breathing to ensure the safety of patients, particularly those 
with a tenuous airway. The importance of spontaneous 
respiration was clearly recognized when tracheal surgery 
was conceived and implemented at MGH in its early 
days (14). For lower airway and intrathoracic surgery, 
the challenges were more daunting. Local anesthesia 
and regional anesthesia were adopted and published by 
Vischnevski and Ossipov in the 1950s to assist operations 
of major pulmonary surgery with patients spontaneously 
breathing (26,27). 

The advent of mechanical ventilation and better-
designed ETT and DLT allowed most of thoracic surgery 
to be performed under general anesthesia with a secured 
airway in modern anesthesia. With the development of 
short-acting intravenous medication, local anesthetics, and 
minimally invasive procedures, there has been a renewed 
interest of carrying out thoracic surgery without intubation 
in the past decade (28,29). Although the technique was 
initially targeted at pleural and peripheral pulmonary 
disease, it was quickly adopted to manage thoracic lesions 
across the whole spectrum (28,30,31). It is natural to apply 
the technique in airway surgery since it accommodates for 
the optimal surgical field without impedance from airway 
devices. 

Patient selection is critical in performing airway surgery 
with nonintubated techniques. Patients frequently will be 
sedated for comfort, minimizing coughing and mediastinum 
shi f t .  Retent ion of  carbon diox ide  i s  a  common 
phenomenon and could be as high as 80 mmHg (32). 
Patients with expected difficult airway, type 2 respiratory 
failure, central hypoventilation syndrome, contralateral 
phrenic nerve palsy, high aspiration risk, and neurological 
disorders leading to high intracranial pressure or inability 
to cooperate, are not candidates for the techniques (33). In 
addition, need for contralateral lung isolation to protect 
the contralateral lung from contamination precludes 
usage of nonintubated techniques (28,33,34). Relative 
contraindications include hemodynamic instability, obesity 
with body mass index (BMI) greater than 30, high airway 

secretions, coagulopathy, and extensive adhesions from 
prior surgery leading to surgical difficulty (33). Patients 
can be maintained as spontaneously breathing from the 
beginning or return to spontaneously breathing before the 
airway is open (35-37). 

A variety of local, regional and neuraxial techniques 
have been adopted in nonintubated techniques to control 
pain, lower the dosage of sedatives, and decrease the 
risk of converting to intubation. Local infiltration, 
airway topicalization, cervical epidural, and superficial 
cervical plexus block have all been used for nonintubated 
cervical tracheal resection (38-40). Superficial cervical 
plexus block is sometimes chosen over cervical epidural 
to avoid the risk of high epidural or intrathecal block, 
hypotension, and bilateral phrenic nerve paralysis. For 
intrathoracic airway surgery such as carinal resection 
and reconstruction and sleeve lobectomy, regional 
techniques must address the pain from skin to parietal 
pleura stemming first from incision or video-assisted 
thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) port placement and then 
from visceral pleura and reflexes caused by manipulation 
and traction of intrathoracic structures. Intercostal 
nerve block, paravertebral nerve block, and epidural 
anesthesia have all been used to meet these goals (41).  
Preoperative lidocaine nebulization, stellar ganglion block 
or ipsilateral phrenic nerve block, and intrathoracic vagus 
nerve block by surgeons can all be utilized to minimize the 
cough reflex during operations (28,32,34). Most patients 
require some amount of intravenous sedation in addition 
to the above techniques for comfort during the operation. 
Supraglottic airway devices can be deployed to help relieve 
airway obstruction, facilitate airway examination, supply 
oxygen, and provide positive-pressure ventilation before 
the airway is open (32,40). Oxygen catheters can also be 
placed into the distal airway from surgical field if oxygen 
supplementation is necessary during the procedure. With 
correct patient selection and skillful surgical hands, the 
above techniques have enabled successful operations in 
many case series (42,43). 

The potential benefits of nonintubated technique are 
abundant. It avoids airway trauma from intubation and 
repeated airway manipulation and decreases the risk of 
mucosal damage from repeated airway instrumentation or 
jet flow. Absence of muscle relaxation and positive-pressure 
ventilation may decrease production of inflammatory factors 
and lower postoperative complications. Nonintubated 
techniques can minimize the risk of airway bleeding and 
tumor shedding (24). Better pain control, early ambulation, 
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early chest tube removal, and decreased length of hospital 
stay have all been reported (33,44-47). From the surgical 
standpoint, avoiding intubation holds the unique advantage 
of allowing surgeons to operate in an unobstructed fashion. 
It helps surgeons to identify lesions and the open field allows 
for a faster and simpler operation that decreases airway 
ischemia time, which may improve surgical outcomes (32). 

Nevertheless, the challenges of nonintubated technique 
should not be neglected. The operations are performed 
without a secured airway, which requires expertise from 
both surgical and anesthesia teams. Close communication 
between the surgical and anesthesia teams is mandatory. 
Contingency airway plans must be in place such as oral 
intubation, cross-field ventilation, or jet ventilation if 
patients become hypoxemic, hemodynamic unstable, or have 
persistent coughing or excessive movement. Conversion 
may also be necessary in case of surgical complications like 
insufficient lung collapse, dense adhesions, and excessive 
bleeding (33,34). The average conversion rate from 
nonintubated to intubated surgery is 2% to 3%, with the 
range depending on the complexity of the surgery: minor-
intermediate procedures have a conversion rate of 1% while 
major procedures are around 10% (33,44). The complex 
nature of surgery, relatively small number of cases, and 
lack of prospective studies and outcome comparisons make 
it challenging to promote nonintubated spontaneously 
breathing techniques in airway surgery beyond dedicated 
high-volume centers at the current time (48).

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)

Extracorporeal support for airway surgery dates back to the 
early 1960s. Cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) was first used 
to support resection of an adenoid cystic carcinoma in the 
distal trachea (49-51). With improvement of membrane and 
centrifuge technology, ECMO emerged in the late 1970s 
to support respiratory failure, especially in the pediatric 
population. In 1992, Walker et al. first reported repair of 
congenital tracheal stenosis under ECMO (52). With its 
more favorable hematologic profile, ECMO has replaced 
CPB in most airway cases that require extracorporeal 
support.

Extracorporeal support is appealing for airway operations 
as it provides a clean surgical field with stable respiratory 
and hemodynamic parameters. Case report and case series 
have been published using ECMO for surgical resection 
and reconstruction of central airway neoplasms, endoscopic 
interventions for tumor debridement, stent placement, 

bronchopleural fistula, and tracheoesophageal fistula repair 
(53-59). While there is no consensus on the absolute 
indications for using ECMO in thoracic surgery, it should 
be considered in patients with critical intrathoracic airway 
stenosis, temporary complete airway occlusion, catastrophic 
trauma to the airway, or complex carinal reconstruction 
(53,60). ECMO can also be used for intrathoracic airway 
surgery when patients lack pulmonary reserve or are unable 
tolerate OLV (61,62). Although veno-venous (VV) ECMO 
is predominantly deployed to provide respiratory support, 
veno-arterial (VA) ECMO should be utilized if there is 
hemodynamic instability secondary to airway occlusion, 
for operations that will involve retraction of the heart, 
mediastinum, and large vessels, or for patients in whom the 
heart will obscure the surgical field (48,61). 

Airway surgery has been done with ECMO support 
safely. Lang et al. reported using VA ECMO on 10 patients 
for complex tracheobronchial surgery without neurologic 
complications (59). Willms et al. applied VV- or VA-ECMO 
on 12 patients with acute tracheal obstruction and all were 
successfully discharged home (56). However, the decision 
to choose ECMO should not be made lightly. Inherent 
risks of ECMO such as bleeding, vascular structure injury, 
and ischemia may occur and require closely monitoring. 
VV-ECMO can have problems of recirculation, mixture 
of oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood, chatter, and 
suck-down. Adequate intravascular volume is required to 
maintain oxygen saturation and venous drainage, which 
can result in volume overload in thoracic patients (63). Left 
ventricular distension and pulmonary edema can occur in 
VA-ECMO. Harlequin syndrome requires special attention 
in VA-ECMO patients for potential cerebral hypoxia (64).  
Not infrequently, patients will need ECMO support or 
mechanical ventilation support after surgery that may 
jeopardize anastomotic viability (54). Given these risks, in 
general, selection of ECMO as the primary method of airway 
management should be executed under extreme caution. 

Anesthesia for cervical tracheal resection and 
reconstruction

Proximal tracheal resection and reconstruction is the 
one of most frequently performed airway reconstructive 
operations. Post-intubation tracheal stenosis used to account 
for most cases, with other causes including primary tracheal 
or metastatic tracheal tumors as well as idiopathic tracheal 
stenosis (65). Better designed ETTs with low cuff pressure 
and meticulous care with mechanical ventilation have 
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significantly decreased the number of patients with critical 
tracheal stenosis. Post-tracheostomy injury is currently 
responsible for the most cases of airway stenosis (66).  
The COVID-19 pandemic created an unprecedented surge 
of critical ill patients requiring mechanical ventilation 
and tracheostomy and some may likely require tracheal 
resection and reconstruction in the near future. 

Meticulous preoperative assessment of the patient 
undergoing tracheal resection and reconstruction is 
critical to its success. As with any case, cardiopulmonary 
reserve must be evaluated and comorbidities optimized so 
patients can tolerate this moderate-risk surgery. Patients 
should be assessed for mental status, cervical flexibility, and 
intracranial pressure. Upper airway obstruction and chest 
wall compliance should be determined before the operation. 
Dyspnea with exertion, dyspnea at rest, and inspiratory 
stridor can provide a rough estimate of disease severity. 

Detailed information about the tracheal lesion is 
mandatory. High-resolution neck and chest CT determines 
location, size, and extent of tracheal lesion, which are 
essential for selecting the appropriate airway instrument. 
Pulmonary function tests are not necessary unless there 
is concern for intrathoracic disease process. Fiberoptic or 
rigid bronchoscopy exams are mandatory because they not 
only provide accurate information regarding the tracheal 
lesion but also allow for serial dilation to accommodate the 
appropriately sized ETT. 

Premedication should be judicious depending on 

the severity of the patient’s airway disease. Respiratory 
depression must be avoided for any patient with a severely 
stenotic airway and symptomatic disease. Standard monitors 
and single peripheral intravenous access suffice for most 
cases. Continuous arterial monitoring depends upon patient 
comorbidities and specific airway management needs. 
Inhalational inductions were traditionally advocated for 
patients with severe tracheal stenosis due to concern of 
losing the airway. At our center, intravenous induction is 
routinely utilized for patients with tracheal stenosis and 
positive-pressure mask ventilation was achievable in all 
patients even with airways as narrow as 1 to 2 mm. Our 
findings are consistent with that of other groups that even 
with tracheal diameters between 10% to 40% of normal, 
there were no reports of difficulties with positive-pressure 
ventilation through an LMA and peak pressures did not 
exceed 15 to 18 cmH2O despite severe airway stenosis 
(24,67,68). For all cases with critical airways, surgeons 
should be present in the operating room prior to induction 
of anesthesia with rigid bronchoscopes of different sizes 
available in case of obstruction or need for surgical airway.

Total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) is standard practice 
to maintain a stable level of anesthesia during operations. 
Cross-field ventilation is the most frequently utilized 
airway management with detailed description in our prior 
publications (69,70). In brief, patients are intubated with the 
appropriately sized ETT. Immediately prior to opening the 
airway, the ETT is cautiously retracted above the stenosis. 
Once the airway is open, a red rubber catheter is sutured 
to the distal end of the ETT and a sterile flexible ETT is 
inserted into the distal trachea as shown (Figure 1). Cross-
field ventilation and intermittent apnea allow the operation 
to proceed (Figure 2). Before tying down the final suture 
for complete anastomosis, the oral ETT is advanced to the 
distal tracheal under the guidance of the red rubber catheter 
and direct visualization. 

Jet ventilation has been adopted in tracheal resection 
to eliminate the need for intermittent apnea. LMA can 
be invaluable to facilitate jet ventilation. Placement of an 
LMA allows for detailed airway examination and dilation 
if necessary. A LaserJet catheter can fit through an LMA 
and placed across the stenotic region under bronchoscopic 
guidance (Figure 3). Conventional positive-pressure 
ventilation is accomplished through the LMA until the 
airway is open, at which point jet ventilation can commence. 
The jet catheter can also be placed retrograde through 
the open airway if unable to be placed anterogradely (24). 
Reconstruction can be carried out around the jet catheter 

Figure 1 The red rubber catheter is stitched to the orotracheal 
tube, which has been withdrawn out of the field, leaving the 
catheter emerging from the proximal trachea. A sterile tube is 
placed within the distal tracheal stump while the surgeon performs 
the tracheal reconstruction. Reprinted with permission from 
Chitilian HV, Bao X, Mathisen DJ, et al. Anesthesia for Airway 
Surgery. Thorac Surg Clin 2018;28:249-55.
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without requiring apneic periods (Figure 4). Attention must 
be paid to jet ventilation complications as above. 

Anesthesia management for carinal resection 
and reconstruction

Carinal resection has been described as one of the most 
complex thoracic surgeries. The operation involves 
sophisticated resection and reconstruction of trachea and 
bronchi. The procedure is indicated for non-small cell 
lung cancer, low-grade malignant tumors, and benign 
tumors involving the distal trachea, carina, and/or proximal 

mainstem bronchi. Contraindications include the need to 
resect greater than 4 cm of the distal trachea or greater 
than 1.5 cm of proximal bronchi (71). Traditionally, the 
procedure is undertaken with a thoracotomy, with mortality 
of 2.2% to 7.1% and morbidity of 39% to 50% (72). 

The specific procedure is based upon the location of the 
tumor and surgical experience. In a recent case series from 
MGH of 45 cases over the course of twenty years, 47% of 
the cases were carinal resection with the construction of a 
neocarina, 31% were right carinal pneumonectomies, 20% 
were left carinal pneumonectomies, and 2% were carinal 
resections with lobar resections (73). The surgical approach 
also varies depending on tumor location, with patients 
undergoing right thoracotomy (58%), median sternotomy 
(33%), left thoracotomy (4%), and median sternotomy with 
right thoracotomy (4%). Smaller case series have described a 
successful right-sided VATS approach to the procedure (74,75). 
Investigations are ongoing to determine the optimal surgical 
technique. A case control study of 18 patients undergoing 
VATS tracheal or carinal resection with spontaneous 
ventilation (14 tracheal, 4 carinal) compared to 14 historic 
controls (12 tracheal, 2 carinal) who underwent the procedure 
through a right thoracotomy under general anesthesia with 
mechanical ventilation reported a shorter median operative 
time in the VATS group with comparable morbidity and 
outcomes (75). Potential confounders were that the VATS 
group included only American Society of Anesthesiologists 

Figure 2 The black circuit tubing is connected to the sterile tube 
and establishes cross-field ventilation. The clear circuit tubing to 
the left remains connected to the orotracheal tube. The surgical 
team often places a new up-drape after the cross-field circuit is 
passed to the anesthesiologist, and the old sterile up-drape is 
dropped and cut to improve access to the patient’s face. Reprinted 
with permission from Chitilian HV, Bao X, Mathisen DJ, et al. 
Anesthesia for Airway Surgery. Thorac Surg Clin 2018;28:249-55. 

Figure 3 A LaserJet jet catheter is placed through a laryngeal 
mask airway (LMA) via a bronchoscope adapter to provide jet 
ventilation. A side channel provides a sampling port that allows 
for end-tidal carbon dioxide detection during the surgery. The 
primary anesthesia circuit remains attached to the LMA via the 
bronchoscope adapter.

Figure 4 The jet catheter passes into the surgical field with 
minimal obstruction, allowing the surgeon to operate around the 
catheter and avoiding periods of apnea.
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class I or II patients with BMI less than 25 (75). There have 
also been reports of successful single-port VATS carinal 
resections (76,77). 

Anesthetic management begins with a thorough 
understanding of the surgical plan. Patients are maintained 
under a TIVA to ensure consistent depth of anesthesia (69).  
For patients undergoing a thoracotomy, epidural analgesia 
is used for postoperative pain control. The specific approach 
to airway management is determined in discussion with 
the surgeon and based on airway anatomy and tumor 
morphology. Endobronchial intubation of the contralateral 
mainstem bronchus with a long, small caliber tube is used 
most often to manage the airway. Depending on the surgical 
plan, the tube can be left in or withdrawn with initiation of 
cross-field ventilation once the surgeon enters the airway; 
this approach has a longstanding record of safety and efficacy 
(71,73). The airway can also be managed with an ETT placed 
above the lesion and a bronchial blocker inserted distal to the 
lesion. Univent tubes can also be a versatile tool due to their 
unique design. 

Multiple jet ventilation methods have been designed for 
carinal surgery. The jet catheter can be placed through an 
ETT or cross-field on its own. Double jet catheters can be 
placed at the right and left bronchi for HFJV to maintain 
good oxygenation and normocapnia for patients sensitive to 
carbon dioxide retention (78,79). Jet ventilation can also be 
accomplished through a bronchial blocker (19,22). 

Recently, cases series have been published describing 
carinal resection performed by VATS in nonintubated, 
spontaneously ventilating patients (32,74,75). Patients were 
kept spontaneous breathing after regional block and LMA 
insertion. The absence of an airway device in the field allows 
the surgeon to operate in an easier fashion. As mentioned 
above, appropriate patient selection is critical in this 
approach. Further study is needed to determine whether it 
leads to improved outcomes and fewer complications (32,75). 

Mechanical circulatory support should be considered 
for patients with tumors extending into central structures 
or near major vessels who may require significant cardiac 
manipulation intraoperatively or for whom there is concern 
for the ability to perform OLV (73). 

Conclusions

Over half a century has passed since Grillo first published 
the successful performance of tracheal reconstruction at 
MGH (80). With limited resources at hand, the unique 
challenges of maintaining the airway and delivering 

anesthesia were met with anesthetic and surgical ingenuity. 
Spontaneous breathing of halothane and establishing cross-
field circuits ensured smooth operations with favorable 
outcomes in the early days (14). With better understanding 
of airway anatomy, improved anastomotic skill, and 
innovative instruments, airway surgery has made leaps over 
the past decades. Multiple surgical approaches have been 
developed to manage lesions from the level of the trachea to 
the bronchus. In response, numerous anesthetic and airway 
management methods have evolved. An anesthesiologist’s 
full understanding of different airway management 
techniques with special attention to the location of the 
airway lesion can facilitate orchestration of safe and 
successful airway surgery.

At the same time, there are limited prospective studies 
in comparing the outcomes of different approaches. 
Publications in the area are mostly case reports or small 
case series as the relatively low number of cases means it 
is challenging to carry out randomized trials in the area. 
It took us over a decade to refine the details for cross-field 
ventilation, We can only expect to continuously practice, 
study, and analyze new approaches to airway operations. 
Attention should be paid not only to performing operations 
safely, but also to minimizing surgical complications and 
improving patient recovery. Research on specific biomarkers 
for stress response and inflammation deserves attention 
as they may serve as surrogates of patient recovery. 
Modeling of shear stress on the airway wall by different 
ventilation techniques could help justify selection of airway 
methods. Future research should also focus on researching 
techniques and pharmacological agents that improve wound 
healing and at the same time minimize risk of re-stenosis. 
Collaboration among high-volume centers can pave the way 
for hypothesis testing and guideline development. In the 
end, as medical professionals, we should never be content 
with the status quo, but must continue exploring. 
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